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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

72DL PLUS™ Thickness Gauge Measures Ultra-Thin Layers and at High Speed 

Features Olympus’ lowest minimum thickness capability for single and multilayer materials 

 

WALTHAM, Mass., (March 1, 2022) The new 72DL PLUS™ ultrasonic thickness gauge 

delivers precision thickness measurements at high speed in a portable, easy-to-use device. 

With fast scanning, advanced algorithms and Olympus’ lowest-ever minimum thickness 

capability, the gauge can measure the thickness of very thin layers for challenging 

applications across industries.  

 

Whether used as a paint thickness gauge, coating thickness gauge or material thickness gauge, 

the 72DL PLUS instrument delivers reliable, lab-quality measurements to maximize 

productivity and throughput on the production floor. 

 

Easily Track and Visualize Thickness Changes 

Capable of displaying up to six layers at once for multilayer coatings, paint, plastics and other 

materials, the gauge includes a full-color touch screen and five measurement layouts so 

thickness changes can be accurately tracked and visualized. 

 

Easy Application Setup for Routine Thickness Measurements 

Guided workflow makes it easier to create and save an application setup. For routine 

applications, inspectors can store and recall settings to simplify device setup before each 

inspection.  

 

Modern Data Management for Industry 4.0 

Built-in data logging and onboard file management provide streamlined thickness data 

collection and processing, while the PC Interface Application includes intuitive tools to 

review and manage data for multiple devices and parts. Connected and cloud capable for 

Industry 4.0 practices, the gauge supports wireless LAN, Bluetooth®, and USB connectivity 

and integrates into the Olympus Scientific Cloud™ (OSC).  

 

Rugged for the Production Floor 
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Built for industrial environments, the gauge can be used indoors and outdoors, on a work 

surface, or using a four-point chest harness or shoulder strap. The gauge meets military drop 

test standards (MIL-STD-810G) to protect against accidental drops or impacts, is designed to 

meet IP65 requirements to protect against dust and moisture, and takes reliable measurements 

in hot and cold climates with an impressive operating temperature range of –10 °C to 50 °C 

(14 °F to 122 °F).  

 

Thickness Gauge Models to Suit Versatile Applications 

72DL PLUS thickness gauges are available in Standard and High-Frequency models. The 

High-Frequency model can drive transducer frequencies up to 125 MHz to measure ultra-thin 

materials—including multilayer paint, plastics, metals and coatings—and simultaneously 

display the thickness of up to six layers. The 72DL PLUS gauge provides up to 2 kHz 

measurement speeds, a 60 Hz display update, and clean signals for fast, accurate 

measurements. 

 

For more information about the 72DL PLUS ultrasonic thickness gauge, visit Olympus-

IMS.com. 

 

About Olympus  

Olympus is passionate about creating customer-driven solutions for the medical, life sciences 

and industrial equipment industries. For more than 100 years, Olympus has focused on 

making people’s lives healthier, safer and more fulfilling by helping to detect, prevent and 

treat disease; furthering scientific research; and ensuring public safety.  

Olympus’ Industrial Solutions range from industrial microscopes and videoscopes to 

nondestructive testing technology and X-ray analyzers. These products are widely used for 

quality control, inspection and measurement applications. Serving customers in fields such as 

manufacturing, maintenance, and environment and natural resources, Olympus technology 

contributes to the quality of products and adds to the safety of industrial infrastructure and 

facilities. For more information, visit Olympus-IMS.com. 
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